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An 1825
cottage is
renovated with
a nod to the
past and a look
to the future
BY

Connie Adair. PHOTOS BY Jake Thomas
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FAR LEFT
The dining room has
the original windows
on three sides.
LEFT
A large island
provides handy work
space for the cook
who is preparing
meals for a crowd.

C

ottages are all about spending
time with family, so when these
homeowners’ kids became teenagers
and didn’t want to go north unless their
friends could come along, it was time to look
for a bigger retreat.
“We had a smaller cottage on Balsam
Lake in Ontario, but the kids couldn’t have
too many friends there,” the owner says.
After being introduced to the Lake Muskoka
area when visiting friends, they decided to
make the move to a larger property on the
bigger, deeper lake. They called their real
estate agent.
“We looked at several cottages and were
just about done for the day when our agent
said, ‘There is one more, do you want to
see it?’ We saw it and my wife and middle
son liked it. They saw the potential,” the
owner says.
They turned to Wayne Judges of Judges
Contracting Ltd. in Gravenhurst, Ontario, and
his son Jack, to work their restoration magic.
“Wayne’s the guy to do the work because
he loves it,” the owner says. “He’s like a
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This circa 1825 cottage was extensively
restored to retain its original character but to
include everything an owner would expect in a
luxury residence.
mechanic who likes to restore old cars.”
For any restoration project, Judges, who
has a reputation for restoring old Muskoka
cottages, starts by researching the history
of a building, then searches for photos to
determine what was original and what has
been added over the years. Then, Judges says
he carefully takes the cottage apart and “gets
rid of the bad and puts back the good.”
Often, projects require new windows,
crown mouldings or patches to walls and
floors. Judges makes his own pieces to match
the old to make the restoration seamless.
This circa 1825 cottage was extensively
restored to retain its original character
but to include everything an owner would

expect in a luxury residence. “It was restored
with great care, time, effort and money,” the
owner says.
“Anyone who wants to restore a property
has to have deep pockets,” Judges says. “It is
often cheaper to tear down and build new.”
Like any renovation of an old building,
opening up walls often reveals the
unexpected, which can drive up prices. A
restoration requires even more patience
because the cottage must be carefully taken
apart, then put back together to appear as if
nothing new had been done.
For this project, the cottage was jacked up
and levelled, which included excavating
by machine and hand. The foundation

ABOVE
Royal blue colours
are ideal for this
cottage on the water.
BELOW
Wood walls and
floors add to the
warm atmosphere.
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The cottage offers one
of the best views of
Lake Rosseau and has
a great barbecue area.

is concrete block. “However with any
foundation I have always preferred poured
footings pinned to bedrock then block
core filled,” Judges says. “Guess I’m just old
fashioned, but I still believe it’s the best way
to go. If you’re ‘bolted’ to Canada, nothing is
ever going to move.”
The foundation was the biggest part of this
restoration job. The old roof was repaired and
new shingles were installed. The chimney
was rebuilt from the roof up.
The whole cottage was re-wired and replumbed. While the walls were open, the
original sawdust insulation was removed.
Judges, a former volunteer fire chief for the
township of Muskoka Lakes for 28 years, says
“saw dust insulation is flammable big time.
Even if a fire truck is parked in the driveway, I
doubt a cottage could be saved.”
The cottage now has spray foam insulation,
which is Judges’ preference because it also
seals up the house.
As for the interior, it was in good shape,
with floors that could be sanded. Some
boards on floors and walls had to be replaced
and matched with the original basswood.
Although a common and inexpensive
material when this cottage was built,
basswood is now almost an exotic wood,
Judges says. When installing basswood, it’s
important to wear gloves because hand oils
will leave stains. Some people like that look,
but to keep the wood looking fresh, this
cottage has a clear coat finish.
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A doorway that opened on to the stairway
landing on the first floor was turned into a
window. Old glass from Judges’ stash of old
windows from other projects was used to
replace any damaged glass. New glass would
stand out against the original wavy panes.
The layout of the cottage was good, so no
reconfiguration was required. “There was not
too much scratching of heads. Everything
was just put back,” the owner says.
There was also no need to add air
conditioning because the cottage is on a point
and enjoys cooling breezes.
The dining room has original windows
on three sides and the living room has its
original floor-to-ceiling stone fireplace.
The main floor includes two bedrooms and
there are three more upstairs.

Outside entertaining space is prime-andpretty real estate, with a large porch and a
stone patio. “The cottage offers one of the
best views of Lake Rosseau and has a great
barbecue area,” the owner says.
One of his fondest memories is when the
kids were in university and they had a group
of friends at the cottage. “There were 18 kids
around the table. I barbecued all day and my
wife cooked too. We fed them all night.”
Common to many old Muskoka cottages of
the period, the property has an ice house. It
still has its one-foot-thick door but has been
converted into a space for laundry facilities,
an extra refrigerator and additional storage.
An original waterfront change house, beside
a new one-storey boathouse (to house the
owners’ two large boats) and dock, has

TOP LEFT
Outside entertaining space is prime-andpretty real estate. The large flagstone patio
is perfect for casual al fresco meals.
BOTTOM LEFT
Lake Rousseau provides a perfect
playground for water sports and
gorgeous views.
ABOVE
The restored cottage shares the amazing
point of land with a restored boathouse, new
boathouse, restored change room and an
original ice house that is now a laundry room.
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Boathouse
Beauty
The restored twostorey boathouse
originally had
one bedroom but
was reconfigured
to offer two. “The
boathouse has
beautiful living
quarters above.
It was fixed up
for kids and for
guests. There’s
lots of room for
people to sleep,”
the owner says.
“It works for
entertaining and
for guests.”

also been restored. A double outhouse was
converted into a tool shed.
In addition to being a beautiful historic
building, buying this old Muskoka property
offered other bonuses. Older buildings are
usually closer to the shoreline and have more
space than what is currently allowed.
Here, the two-storey boathouse has 2,400
square feet. Secondary structures today are
limited to 650 square feet, says Judges. The
older cottages are also on prime properties.
This is an amazing point of land, westerly
facing across Lake Rosseau, he says.
All in, the project took about a year to
complete. “This is my favourite type of
project,” Judges says. “There’s something
about preserving history.”
Restoration is about making a good thing
better, he says. The owners and Judges have
done just that.
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BELOW
A large porch
enhances the
entertaining space
that faces west over
Lake Rosseau.

